
  00:31:11 Lisa Jernigan: I can hear!
  00:32:16 Anna Jeffries - MBBI Tech: In the Chat, please write the 

following:
     Name
     Location
     Why did you choose to attend today?

  00:32:33 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: Angie Warren
  00:32:43 Betty Lynch: Betty Lynch, LItchfield Park
  00:32:46 Tom Nelson 5500: Tom Nelson
  00:32:50 April Jones: April Jones, Phoenix, I believe peace is the answer!
  00:32:50 Jennifer Eagar: Jennifer Eagar, California, hoping to make the world

a better place
  00:32:52 Ray: Ray Naylor D5500
  00:32:53 Chad Denson: Chad Denson, South Tucson, You can bomb the world to

pieces but you can't bomb it into peace
  00:32:59 john meacham: JOHN MEACHAM, LESD #65, BC I'M ATREASURE HUNTER!
  00:33:03 Linda Morris: Linda Morris, First  Pentecostal Church Outreach
  00:33:03 Annette V: Annette Valentine Sun City Rotary
  00:33:03 MARK HARBISON District 5000 (Hawaii).: Mark Harbison, RC of 

Kihei-Wailea District 5000 (Hawaii).
  00:33:09 Tina Conde: Tina Conde -Avondale
  00:33:10 Carolyn Martin: Carolyn Martin and Winnie Muench, Sedona AZ, we are 

here because we are new Rotarians and would like to know more about how we can help 
the world

  00:33:10 Belia Alvarado: Belia Alvarado, Avondale, AZ.
  00:33:11 Dave Drum - J17 Ministries: Dave Drum, Tucson, eager to grow as 

peacemakers
  00:33:12 Tom Nelson 5500: Bisbee - to learn!
  00:33:14 Betty Lynch: Betty Lynch  THis conference leads to a better 

world.
  00:33:15 Amber: Amber, Arizona - opportunity to learn
  00:33:16 Judi Edmonds, AZ 5495 (USA): Judi Edmonds, Sun Lakes, Club Peace 

chair and passionate about creating Positive Peace in our community, country, world.
  00:33:17 Melissa Bailey: Melissa Bailey, Peoria, AZ, to strengthen mt 

knowledge and practice.
  00:33:19 Jec Dan Borlado D3850: Jec Dan Borlado, Philippines.

Rotary Club of Jaro Centraline, District 3850
  00:33:20 Vaneza Chavez: Vaneza Chavez 

Avondale,Az
  00:33:28 Susan Fitzgerald: Susan Fitzgerald, Peoria, AZ Always such a 

great event, Love it!
  00:33:29 Justine McDilda, DES-DCSS: Justine McDilda, Arizona Department 

of Economic Security Division of Child Support Services Community Outreach 
Coordinator.

  00:33:35 Allen Wiechmann: Allen Wiechmann, Heber, AZ
  00:33:40 Silvia Abella- Family Bridges: Silvia Abella with Family Bridges in

Chicago, Ill
  00:33:40 Craig Wilson, PDG Phx 100: Craig Wilson, Anthem AZ, RC Phoenix,

AZ PDG 2012-13
  00:33:43 Anna Jeffries - MBBI Tech: In the Chat, please write the 



following:
     Name
     Location
     Why did you choose to attend today?

  00:33:48 Steven Bjornstad: Steve Bjornstad, Surprise, AZ. I'm here 
because I believe this conference is one of the most useful and impactful events I 
get to be part of in this community. Thanks Chuck!

  00:33:54 Fred Quarles: Fred Quarles, Goodyear, AZ. I'm new to Arizona and 
get connect and learn more about the community

  00:33:57 Nancy Van Pelt: Nancy Van Pelt and Tom Hutchinson— Peace is one of 
our strongest values!

  00:33:59 Peoria Rotary Club: Nadina Fish, Phoenix   Attending because 
Peace is possible!

  00:34:02 David Faragher, Verrado, 5495: Dave Faragher, Verrado/Buckeye AZ,  
to facilitate peace in my community

  00:34:05 Jec Dan Borlado D3850: the pursuit of peace, as an answer to Jesus'
call to follow, gives meaning to life..

  00:34:07 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: Angie Warren - 
Waddell, AZ I wanted to join today to learn what is happening in our community and 
connect with others who are share common interests and work.

  00:34:27 Frances Jeffries: Frances Jeffries, RC of The Bridgewaters, MA
USA, District 7950, Rotary Action Group for Peace Nuclear Weapons Education 
Subcommittee, Rotary Peace Fellow Chula 20

  00:34:34 Anil Changaroth (Singapore): Anil ChangAroth from Singapore - a 
practising Mediator also working with Youth

  00:34:47 Linda Morris: My lifetime has been in pursuit of peace, and tools 
for same are needed now more than ever.

  00:34:55 Twanna Ray: Twanna Ray, Phoenix, scripture requires us to live 
peaceably

  00:34:55 Bill Dunwoody (he/him/his): Bill Dunwoody
Rotary District 5080, E Washington, NW Idaho, SE BC
Networking and Discovering New Ideas for Pursuing Peace

  00:35:27 Fernando  I. Andrade: Hello everyone from Fernando I. Andrade At 
Jefferson County, North Georgia

  00:35:56 Anna Jeffries - MBBI Tech: For those who just joined in the 
Chat, please write the following:
     Name
     Location
     Why did you choose to attend today?

  00:36:39 Jay McCall: Howdy from Tucson where the West still lives!
  00:36:58 Anna Jeffries - MBBI Tech: For those who just joined in the 

Chat, please write the following:
     Name
     Location
     Why did you choose to attend today?

  00:38:25 Jaime Reddy: Jaime Reddy, Phoenix, because I am constantly 
looking to cultivate more peace

  00:39:06 Chuck Fitzgerald: Chuck Fitzgerald, Peoria, Arizona; I am here
to learn how I can contribute to more peaceful outcomes!

  00:39:19 Kristen Chuenchum: Sprite & Kristen Chuenchum in Peoria, AZ 



wanting to learn how others are pursuing peace all over the world!
  00:41:17 keith.lauren: lauren keith, Goodyear. I choose to participate in 

this conference as a elementary school counselor today. I have seen first hand the 
turmoil and toxic stress that the pandemic has brought to our students and their 
families within the home environment. My hope is to take away some tools and 
resources to share with our parents and families to bring peace and stability back 
to our younger generations!

  00:44:43 Erika Arthur: Erika Arthur, Arizona
  00:45:50 Zarrin C.: Zarrin Caldwell in Fountain Hills; supporting 

Chuck’s monumental efforts for this event and hoping to feel connections in a world 
of disconnection.

  00:47:37 Pam Campbell CPLC/Parenting AZ: Pam Campbell - Peoria, AZ - Knowing 
that the only true peace comes from the Prince of Peace, I want to be reminded once 
again of the importance of sharing that peace and how to put it into practice in my 
daily interactions.

  00:53:30 teresalucas: Teresa Lucas from Peoria, Arizona. I am here to 
learn different perspectives on peace and how I may apply this in my daily 
interactions.

  01:00:13 Jay McCall: Inviting you to "Voice of Grassroots Civility" on 
October 13th, 6-7:0. Monthly Zoom Show. Topic for October" Is Civility Possiblel?" 
Guests are Ambassador for National Institute for Civil Discourse, UofA and 
Washington D.C. plus Facilitator for Braver Angels, national organization. Zoom 
Codes are always found on website: Grassroots Civility.com.  November topic will be 
"Gun Control" Host & Moderator,  Jay McCall

  01:00:29 Chuck Fitzgerald: Thank you event sponsors: City of Peoria 
(https://www.peoriaaz.gov/), Rotary Clubs of Northern and Central Arizona 
(https://rotary5495.org/), Ave 25 Marketing (https://ave25.com/), and all so 
generously contributed as part of their conference registration.

  01:04:14 Bill Dunwoody (he/him/his): Rotary District 5080, Peacebuilders 
in Action: Creating Healthy Conversations Conference
October 16, 2021, 09:00 - 12:00 Pacific.
Dr. Peter Chapman will discussion Toxic Polarization.
Paul Chappell will discussion Peace Literacy.
Maria Kliavkoff will discuss Healthy Conversations.
Join us as we discover ways to help heal the world.
https://registrations.dacdb.com/Register/index.cfm?EventID=77537928&NoCaptcha

  01:10:37 Zarrin C.: I have a podcast on the world’s spiritual heritage 
and was pleased to examine Lakota spiritual traditions at one point. Episodes are 
short and this one may be of interest given Ms. Hovland’s comments: 
https://www.buzzsprout.com/280970/1693828-s2-e2-life-as-a-sacred-circle-lakota-tribe
s

  01:17:29 Ken: amen
  01:24:40 Martin-MBBI: Fernando will be next…
  01:27:09 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: No questions, but I 

am so thankful to have the opportunity to hear from you today, Jeannie. I love 
learning from others from different cultures and love hearing stories. I look 
forward to having a chance to hear more from you and others with similar 
backgrounds. Stories are powerful builders of understanding and empathy!

  01:30:35 Martin-MBBI: We probably have time for just one more question, 
but we will have a breakout session shortly. Please put your questions here and we 



will do our best to get an answer.
  01:30:42 Gwyn: I would love to see a suggested reading list from Jeannie 

and all presenters so we can continue to learn more. This could be added to the site
after the conference.

  01:32:11 Chuck Fitzgerald: To purchase tickets for the Peace Pole 
Raffle, visit https://pursuingpeace.regfox.com/peace-pole no later than 2:20 PM 
(Arizona time, UTC-7)

  01:32:36 Nancy Frigaard: Thank you, Jeannie! Wonderful information.
  01:36:55 Mary : Similar to Fernando’s question… How can we begin to 

experience Native Peoples as ‘other’?  What opportunities can we create in Rotary 
that might be helpful to better integration? The movie Wind River and the show 
Reservation Dogs have raised my appreciation.

  01:37:11 Christopher Brown: Wobbly here. What are the second order 
effects of that change?

  01:37:21 Amber: copy that John-
  01:37:59 Loretta Cheeks, Ph.D.: yes
  01:38:14 Jeannie Hovland: Thank you all for letting me share today. 

thank you Chuck for inviting me and letting me be part of this!
  01:38:36 john meacham: going to turn camera off and on when needed. lost 

connection earlier...
  01:38:47 Twanna Ray: Thank you for sharing Jeannie.
  01:40:36 Jeannie Hovland: Hi Mary.  I have been asked to speak at 

several rotary meetings.  I think it would be great to have speakers share about 
their culture. Thanks for asking and for your interest. That's where it starts and I
commend you for that!

  01:42:04 Christopher Brown: Appreciate the useful frame you just shared,
Martin. It’s unfortunate that so many people aren’t even willing to be open to such 
a frame.

  01:45:34 Tom Nelson 5500: May we take notes?
  01:52:38 Christopher Brown: Great exercise/activity. Enjoyed hearing 

what recently inspired my breakout room partner.
  01:52:39 Twanna Ray: Great experience
  01:53:26 Vajiy Scott: great
  01:53:34 Melissa Bailey: It was good, constructive listening is vital.
  01:54:12 Jaime Reddy: That was very difficult for me! Some ideas and words

used were unknown to me so it was hard to follow
  01:54:20 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: Loved this so much!
  01:55:43 Jaime Reddy: I wished I could ask questions. What a great 

exercise!
  01:56:21 Marilee Dal Pra: It was such a treat talking with you 

Frances!
  01:57:11 Vajiy Scott: Not often
  01:58:58 Jeannie Hovland: I have to sign off but Thank you all for 

joining today and for the opportunity to let me share with you all!  Many blessings 
to you all

  01:59:58 Chuck Fitzgerald: One of my all-time favorite quotations is 
“We should be rigorous in judging ourselves and gracious in judging others.” ~ John 
Wesley

  02:00:50 Pam Campbell CPLC/Parenting AZ: "Do I want to be 'right' or do I 
want to be 'successful' " … if I am so intent on being "right" in the conversation I



do not have the ability to take in other perspectives or viewpoints.
  02:03:56 Chuck Fitzgerald: To learn more about Positive Peace, visit 

https://www.economicsandpeace.org/
  02:07:52 Anna Jeffries - MBBI Tech: How can you learn about and connect 

with tribes in your local area? 
What might come from these new connections? 
How might you support native tribes to ensure new policies are just and that old 
policies are reformed to eliminate any injustices? 
Tribal nations often have difficulties relating with other governments along 
political or racial lines. What are some ways local peacemakers can rebuild trust?
When have I struggled to listen to others in the past? 
What do I see as the barriers to having every conversation be constructive? 
What can I do to connect with those with whom I do not share the same views?

  02:08:23 Anna Jeffries - MBBI Tech: Mentimeter Link: 
  https://www.menti.com/iwthhxokvt

  02:29:35 Betty Lynch: Be open to others you may not understand
  02:29:37 April Jones: Awesome group! Thanks all for sharing your wisdom!
  02:30:42 Nancy Van Pelt: sometimes it is easier to listen to coworkers and 

strangers than our own families… we already ‘know’ what they are going to 
say/think....

  02:30:46 Susan Ness: very sorry, but I must leave for now.  Thanks
  02:32:59 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: We had a wonderful 

group discussion! Thank you for the opportunity to connect.
  02:33:20 Twanna Ray: Thank you Martin
  02:33:27 Martin-MBBI: https://www.menti.com/iwthhxokvt
  02:33:35 Fernando  I. Andrade: It was awesome to be able to connect with 

new friends
  02:34:58 Sheila: excellent information from group. one perspective was from a

person who grew up in a dysfunctional family and how he has worked to make sure his 
family doesn't repeat the pattern

  02:35:59 April Jones: Sorry took too long to type. Q1  -  Give grace to 
others. Try to understand why they believe what they do.  What is their past 
experience.
Ask what others need. Learn about and respect their culture/values.

  02:41:23 April Jones: I love this one!!!!
  02:41:48 Pam Campbell CPLC/Parenting AZ: One of my favorite videos of ALL 

TIME!!!!
  02:42:47 Vajiy Scott: Is that a nail?
  😂02:43:02 Vajiy Scott:
  02:43:16 MARK HARBISON District 5000 (Hawaii).: Me too,. I love that video.
  02:43:29 Vaneza Chavez: I've used this video in my groups!!
  02:51:17 Fernando  I. Andrade: that was a freat video.
  02:51:27 Fernando  I. Andrade: great
  02:57:25 Jaime Reddy: I love her!
  03:13:31 Ken: Thank you great info.
  03:13:38 Doug Vincent: Is Chris available to do similar sessions in the 

future.  I am involvtersth out community. support Big Brothers/Sisters in out 
community.  May be a good joint session to do.

  03:13:59 Doug Vincent: DougV@DougVincent.com
  03:15:52 Chuck Fitzgerald: To purchase tickets for the Peace Pole 



Raffle, visit https://pursuingpeace.regfox.com/peace-pole no later than 2:20 PM 
(Arizona time, UTC-7)

  03:16:25 Christopher Brown: Again, so glad to be part of this 
conference. If you have any questions about our work at National Fatherhood 
Initiative or would like to refer organizations in your community to us, email me at
cbrown@fatherhood.org. Keep up the peace-making!

  03:23:00 Melissa Bailey: Christopher, your presentation was excellent, thank 
you!

  03:29:20 Vajiy Scott: This is amazing
  03:31:39 Chuck Fitzgerald: If we are indeed going to raise up new 

peacemakers, this early childhood development work is critical. These young children
need the best of nurturing!

  03:34:21 Fernando  I. Andrade: it is important to share this info; it is 
critical for the growth of peace to educate our communities that peace begin at home
as well the changes needed on our structural violence system. it is all connected.

  03:35:20 #4   tony cerato D5495 Phoenix100: Well said Chuck.  The sad 
reality for too many young ones is their lack of parental/adult understanding and 
support to provide this nurturing.  The challenge is getting this information to 
these parents/adults.

  03:36:05 Chuck Fitzgerald: Tony, I couldn't agree more.
  03:37:58 Pam Campbell CPLC/Parenting AZ: LOL...I can TOTALLY relate to the 

difficulty the older I get!
  03:38:07 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: This is the core of 

the work that I do with the children and families I work with as a child and family 
therapist. Thank you for sharing these important facts and perspective shifting 
information, Marilee!

  03:41:29 Liz Kane - Honolulu Sunset D5000: How will the new child tax 
credit impact the projected spending in the chart?

  03:47:23 April Jones: Love you Marilee! Congrats on your retirement!
  03:48:09 Mark Harbison D5000 (Hawaii): The refunding of SNAP has a huge 

impact as well. Hungry children have a hard time learning.
  03:48:21 Pam Campbell CPLC/Parenting AZ: I did not have these tools when my 

😆kids were young (back in the days just after covered wagons!) ....but we are now 
a family of early childhood educators and my grandchildren are learning a NEW WAY of

😊thriving, even in the world we currently find ourselves in! 
  03:48:36 Martin-MBBI: We have Tony Cerato and Fernando next…
  03:49:00 Nancy Frigaard: I love the research presented and whole-heartedly 

agree we need to pour resources into our kiddos. Share wealth, wisdom or work.
  03:49:04 Gwyn Nichols: Hospitals show new parents videos on how to provide 

physical care for babies like bathing. Are they offering training on brain 
development?

  03:49:31 Jay McCall: Marlee
  03:50:20 Jay McCall: Do you proactively reachout to Blacks?
  03:50:53 Kristen Chuenchum: Marilee, in what ways has Covid increased 

the challenges Families First faces in supporting families?
  03:51:54 Pam Campbell CPLC/Parenting AZ: I often use this resource when 

working with families of young children: 
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resourcecategory/multimedia/

  03:52:37 Loretta Cheeks, Ph.D.: Is there an Arizona scorecard that report on
the impact of COVID-19? Particularly, for families who parents are essential 



workers.
  03:53:19 Martin-MBBI: What challenges does a father who doesn't live with 

his children face in creating a peaceful home compared to one who does? 
What is one tip that can help dads create a peaceful home that struck you as being 
particularly important?
What cross-cultural elements of masculinity that men learn growing up make it 
challenging for dads to create a peaceful home? 
Reflecting on your own family life and the community in which you live, are we 
creating the peaceful, nurturing environments that young children need? 
What are we doing right and what more should we be doing? 
Is there anything about today’s presentation that surprised you or shifted your 
thinking about the importance of the early years? 
Do you believe we all have a role to play in the healthy development of young 
children? If so, what is your role?

  03:54:01 Mary Humecke: Please ask Martin to puthismkeby is mouth
  03:54:13 Mary Humecke: his ike
  04:08:30 Martin-MBBI: https://www.menti.com/iwthhxokvt
  04:08:41 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: I love that we are 

getting to connect individually through this process today!
  04:09:41 Belia Alvarado: back
  04:10:28 Marilee Dal Pra: Hi Loretta! I'm not aware that we have that 

data yet but here's a link to First Things First's annual report that was just 
published that includes information about the impact of COVID in Arizona, Here's the
link: 
https://www.firstthingsfirst.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/FY2021_Annual_Report.pdf

  04:11:33 April Jones: Thanks!!
  04:15:47 Fernando  I. Andrade: My apologies to everyone, but unfortunately 

I have to leave to a Dr's appointment. Great presentations.
  04:16:26 Fernando  I. Andrade: here is my info Fernando I. Andrade , 

fernan_andrade@yahoo.com. 1-678-300-4707
  04:44:49 Chuck Fitzgerald: To purchase tickets for the Peace Pole 

Raffle, visit https://pursuingpeace.regfox.com/peace-pole no later than 2:20 PM 
(Arizona time, UTC-7)

  04:45:09 Ken: preception is reality
  04:45:48 April Jones / DES: Love this!
  04:46:23 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: Thank you for saying

this! I so agree with this perspective.
  04:47:25 Ken: good point
  04:47:30 Betty Lynch: Why don't people simply believe this simple fact of 

life?
  04:50:27 Nancy Frigaard: Curiosity always help calm emotional reactivity. 

Amen!
  04:52:27 Belia Alvarado: BRB
  04:53:19 April Jones / DES: Remove the emotion and fear.
  04:55:45 Chuck Fitzgerald: No punching in the head!!!
  04:58:23 Loretta Cheeks, Ph.D.: Practicing humility. Listening.
  04:58:55 Kayla Groening: Do you think civil dialogue within families can be 

even more difficult because there are more assumptions going into the dialogue; ie. 
we "think" we know what the other family member's experience is because we were 
there for that experience or we assume there is "sameness" (we are so much alike 



(socio-economic background, race, etc), so therefore should think alike?
  05:03:26 Nancy Frigaard: Human being before a political party.
  05:03:28 April Jones / DES: How do we bring civility back to all 

sectors?
  05:04:02 April Jones / DES: Perfect after lunch speakers!!
  05:05:25 Zarrin C.: Yes to Kayla’s question because you are also more 

emotionally involved and expect family members to be there for each other.  If one 
discovers they aren’t, it can also be very painful.

  05:09:57 Betty Lynch: I agree with Chuck  Tell me to go to hell and I'll 
ask you which road they'd prefer I take.

  05:10:10 Linda Morris: I remind myself to not take things personally.
  05:10:48 Dave Drum - J17 Ministries: When we're offended, it's in part 

because we've overidentified with a political party. In other words, part of our 
identity is wrapped up in politics. We ought to be able to have an exchange of ideas
without getting defensive or offended.

  05:11:13 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: Thank you Clyde! Our
personal history is a story that needs to told and heard by others without judgment.
Curiosity, as Nancy F commented earlier is the ultimate tool for creating space.

  05:11:45 Dave Drum - J17 Ministries: Setting the table - very helpful!
  05:13:14 Loretta Cheeks, Ph.D.: Watching this movie on who to listen and 

respond in difficult relationships. A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood
  05:13:25 Loretta Cheeks, Ph.D.: Food and good coffee helps too.
  05:16:22 Chuck Fitzgerald: Kindness goes a long way.
  05:19:25 Zarrin C.: “The 7 Principles for Making Marriage Work,” by Dr. 

Gottman … an excellent book for exercises on remembering all those things that our 
spouses mean to us in a positive way and despite disagreements.

  05:26:51 Chuck Fitzgerald: 2 pillars of peace - love and 
trustworthiness

  05:40:51 Chuck Fitzgerald: I think I've been all four of these 
characters at one time or another!

  05:41:15 Ken: I am with chuck
  05:41:19 Linda Morris: I've been a blend of two of the characters at times.
  05:41:54 Jec Dan Borlado D3850 Iloilo PHILS: i can relate to Eddie, 

escape
  05:42:09 Marilee Dal Pra: I think I may have a new nickname, Contessa!
  05:42:37 April Jones / DES: Me too Marilee!
  05:43:03 Nadine Smith: Shame: Don't want to show myself (expose)d
  05:45:27 Chuck Fitzgerald: Amen!
  05:54:07 amyschultz: Please  fix it so I can be seen. Thank you.
  05:54:52 amyschultz: I can not start my video.
  05:55:21 amyschultz: Thank you
  05:56:53 Martin-MBBI: What does a good disagreement look like? 

How do you create a space in your thinking for different views? 
How to move forward when you have a disagreement? 
How is “guarding our heart” similar to the airplane safety analogy of putting on our
own oxygen mask first before attempting to help another person? 
Is it possible to be an effective and lasting peacemaker when we don’t have peace 
within ourselves? 
When we look at how human beings respond to conflict by blame, shame, control or 
escape, what is our typical first reaction? (Remember, we all lean toward one or two



coping behaviors). How does our particular response (blame, shame, control or 
escape) destroy peace? 
The antithesis of blame, shame, control and escape are: boosting or encouraging 
others, self-assurance, cooperation, balanced give and take, and staying reliably 
engaged or connected. How might changing our unhelpful coping mechanism to one of 
these healthy actions result in peace?

  06:19:41 Martin-MBBI: https://www.menti.com/iwthhxokvt
  06:20:31 Martin-MBBI: Put in your key learnings here.. ^
  06:21:51 Jon Lyons - Sun Lakes Rotary: Good discussion, one observation was

the ‘significant content’ that we are seeing/hearing today, and we need to determine
how we will utilize going forward

  06:25:31 Betty Lynch: I've attended every one of Chuck's Peace conferences
and today has raised questions in my mind from way back to my childhood that I have 
never considered in my lifetime.

  06:27:34 Amber: enough
  06:27:35 Betty Lynch: confused
  06:27:35 Mark Harbison D5000 (Hawaii): Energized
  06:27:39 Steven Bjornstad: Encouraged
  06:27:40 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: Hopeful
  06:27:40 Marilee Dal Pra: Renewed
  06:27:40 Chuck Fitzgerald: Inspired
  06:27:44 Mary Humecke: Growth
  06:27:48 Vaneza Chavez: Motivated
  06:27:49 April Jones / DES: Supported
  06:27:49 Linda Morris: Committed.
  06:27:50 Jeanie Morgan: hopeful
  06:27:51 Vajiy Scott: Relieved
  06:27:52 Pam Campbell CPLC/Parenting AZ: Hopeful
  06:27:53 Liz Kane Honolulu Sunset D5000: inspired
  06:27:53 Carolyn Martin: Awakened
  06:27:54 Kevin Pitts: hopeful
  06:28:00 Kristen Chuenchum: hopeful
  06:28:00 Belia Alvarado: Hopeful
  06:28:02 #4   tony cerato D5495 Phoenix100: Frustrated
  06:28:09 Jec Dan Borlado D3850 Iloilo PHILS: revived
  06:28:11 winifredamuench: Stuck
  06:28:19 Bill Heitzinger: Encouragement
  06:28:28 Martin-MBBI: Reciprocity
  06:28:29 Gwyn Nichols: Grieving / Hopeful
  06:28:35 Zarrin C.: Deflated
  06:28:39 Ken: armed
  06:28:52 Dave Drum - J17 Ministries: cautiously optimistic
  06:29:22 Tom Nelson 5500: I also Dave
  06:30:02 Mary Lou Grieves: Blessed
  06:30:09 Twanna Ray: Yes
  06:30:13 Mary Lou Grieves: Blessed
  06:30:14 Vajiy Scott: yes
  06:30:15 April Jones / DES: Yes!!!
  06:34:26 Vaneza Chavez: Fighting for human rights.
  06:34:35 #4   tony cerato D5495 Phoenix100: Understanding



  06:34:37 Gwyn Nichols: A peacemaker is a healer—of oneself and others.
  06:34:39 Zarrin C.: … someone who can make heart connections.
  06:34:43 Chuck Fitzgerald: someone who wills the benefit of others, and

acts upon it
  06:34:45 Justine McDilda, DES-DCSS: A person who is there to support 

their fellow human, no matter the religious influence or requirement.
  06:34:49 Kevin Pitts: peacemakers are those who can hold the tension of 

yes and during conflict and turn down the noise
  06:34:49 Dave Drum - J17 Ministries: a courageous, humble listener and 

challenger of the status quo
  06:34:53 Twanna Ray: someone who listens deeply and attempts to 

understand; not looking to win.
  06:35:08 April Jones / DES: A peacemaker is someone who brings light 

into the darkness.
  06:35:13 Linda Morris: A peacemaker is someone who sacrificially serves as 

a bridge to God's love by exhibiting intentional understanding, grace and 
reconciliation.

  06:35:19 Jeanie Morgan: A peacemaker is someone who listens without judgment
and finds ways to value everyone, looking for the core goodness we can all build 
upon.

  06:35:21 winifredamuench: Someone who listens and studies differences 
to find commonality to start the conversation to come together

  06:35:31 Judi Edmonds, AZ 5495 (USA): someone who works for justice in 
every sphere.

  06:35:32 Martin-MBBI: Someone who responds thoughtfully while others 
react, connects to their own heart and the hearts of others, and provide the needed 
space for individuals and communities to heal themselves.

  06:35:38 Nadine Smith: LISTENER
  06:35:39 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: A self aware, seeker

of other's stories who can help put the pieces together to make a bigger picture.
  06:35:41 Marilee Dal Pra: Full appreciation that we all need to be 

seen and heard.
  06:35:45 Craig Wilson, PDG 5495: One who listens, who provides empathy and 

direction to those at odds
  06:35:48 Ken: Someone who looks into other hearts to find the best in them

and bring it to the surface
  06:35:53 Jec Dan Borlado D3850 Iloilo PHILS: is steadfast in seeking the 

arrival of the beauty and glory of the dawn of peace.

  00:32:20 Nadina Fish: Conscientiously, actively engaged in listening for 
and bringing forth love and understanding in myself and in my world.

  00:32:21 Tom Nelson 5500: someone who helps spread the message and 
practice of love

  00:32:59 Betty Lynch: someone who is loved and loves all
  00:33:23 Amber: A peacemaker is traveling in their perspective listening, 

and learning.
  00:40:54 Chuck Fitzgerald: God, what is mine to do?
  00:45:07 Zarrin C.: Your slide stayed on one of the first ones you 

showed and didn’t advance.
  00:48:34 john meacham: will need to sign off for dismissal. Thanks to all 



of the presenters and Chuck for putting on a great training!
  00:50:42 Jay McCall: Peace begins with a smile - Mother Theresa
  00:54:13 Ken: amen
  00:58:52 April Jones / DES: If you can't see Chuck, select Sid-by-Side 

Gallery view in the upper right hand corner (View)
  01:04:26 Carolyn Martin: It all begins with “me”
  01:04:45 Ken: It resonates with me
  01:05:12 April Jones / DES: Awesome Chuck!
  01:05:29 Gwyn Nichols: Love it!
  01:05:48 Betty Lynch: Spectacular Chuck
  01:06:09 Ken: give it up to God
  01:06:40 Jec Dan Borlado D3850 Iloilo PHILS: thank you, Chuck!
  01:06:53 Martin-MBBI: Who is invisible in your community/circle of 

influence? 
What is the most challenging principle of peacemaking for your right now and why? 
How can you better show up as a peacemaker at home and in your community? 
What have you let occur in your peace radius that now looks like it was a bad idea? 
How might you better control your peace radius? What specifically? 
What ideas do you have from increasing your area of influence?

  01:08:11 Gwyn Nichols: I am also trying to help someone evacuate from 
Afghanistan and it has been a tough month day and night. I influence my friend’s 
thoughts and feelings and the communications among many people helping, but I have 
no control!

  01:13:32 Jay McCall: Chuck, Looking forward to next years Peace 
Conference.

  01:13:37 Ken: Well said George
  01:15:41 #4   tony cerato D5495 Phoenix100: The Montagne's are amazing 

and well deserving.
  01:15:52 Craig Wilson, PDG 5495: Peace Through Service
  01:19:49 April Jones / DES: Congrats!
  01:20:28 Linda Morris: Congratulations, all!
  01:22:35 Erika Arthur: Congratulations!!
  01:22:49 Martin-MBBI: Well deserved!
  01:22:52 April Jones / DES: Congratulations!
  01:22:53 Twanna Ray: Congratulations
  01:23:05 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: So deserving! 

Congratulations!
  🍾01:23:09 Craig Wilson, PDG 5495: Congratulations 
  01:23:19 Martin-MBBI: smartin@mbbconsulting.org
  01:23:25 Kristen Chuenchum: krmathes417@gmail.com - Sprite & Kristen 

Chuenchum
  01:23:40 Kristen Chuenchum: www.stepaheadthailand.org
  01:23:54 Jec Dan Borlado D3850 Iloilo PHILS: congrats!
  01:24:35 Ken: did it go all the way around?
  01:26:39 Ken: obviously I watch to much price is right
  01:27:13 Melissa Bailey: Thank you so much!
  01:27:20 Nadine Smith: THANK YOU
  01:27:34 Angie Warren Child and Family Therapist: Thank you Chuck and 

Team for this amazing day! So happy to spend time pursuing peace with you all!
  01:27:35 winifredamuench: Thank you



  01:27:48 April Jones: Excellent, as always!!!! Thank you for a wonderful 
day and great way to start the weekend!

  01:27:49 Pam Campbell CPLC/Parenting AZ: Thank you for a positive end to the 
😊week! 

  01:27:52 Linda Morris: Thanks!
  01:27:53 Jec Dan Borlado D3850 Iloilo PHILS: thank you
  01:28:00 Twanna Ray: Thank you


